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This very first anthology of medieval love debate poemsâ€”comprising five masterpieces of the genreâ€”explores the
many compelling mysteries raised by the experience of romantic love. Some have been translated into modern English
for the first time.

Beginning in the late ninth century, European clergymen began writing debate poems in Latin. The first
example we have of the form is Conflictus Veris et Hiemis Contention of Spring and Winter , which was
written in the late eighth century and is commonly attributed to Alcuin. At the time, a preoccupation with
dichotomies in the world was evident in nearly every type of literature, but only debate poetry was devoted
entirely to the exploration of these dichotomies. The idea was that every thing â€” whether it be concrete,
abstract, alive or inanimate â€” had a natural and logical opposite, and this conception was only bolstered by
the religious language being used by the Catholic Church at the time. Oppositions abounded between things
like the old and new testament, vice and virtue, sins of the spirit and sins of the flesh, good and evil, God and
Satan, human and divine, redemption and damnation. Additionally, this conception was bolstered by the
presence of overt dichotomies in the natural world, such as night and day, summer and winter, sea and land,
male and female, sun and moon, youth and old age. The purpose of the debate poem, then, is to pit one of
these things against its opposite. The style of debate depicted in Conflictus Veris et Hiemis can also be seen in
the late 14th century Debate of the Body and Soul, where the narrator dreams about a corpse and its spirit
arguing over who is responsible for their mutual damnation during life, with each asserting that the other led
them astray. Beast fables were also well known in late medieval England, including as The Bestiary and The
Fox and the Wolf, some adapted from continental originals. Such animals are referred to in period literature
and are depicted on the Bayeux Tapestry. As the Middle Ages waned, so did the literary form of debate
poetry. A small number of debate poems of questionable importance were produced during the Renaissance ,
and thus the debate poem is primarily a medieval phenomenon. In the former the argument is loud and
vindictive, with the nightingale condescendingly insulting the owl for having a toneless and depressing
singing voice; the owl defends her voice as warning and correcting men, and in turns threatens the nightingale.
In the end the formel opts to delay being married to anyone for a year. This poem also continues the theme of
moral dispute by featuring a cuckoo, symbol of female infidelity, debating the nightingale over love. The
poem ends with the human observer throwing a rock at the cuckoo and the nightingale rewarding him with
happiness in marriage. A poem in which two human, though allegorical, figures engage in a debate is the
anonymous Wynnere and Wastoure c. Purposes[ edit ] Such poems may simply have been recorded or read for
entertainment, or to convey a moral or religious lesson. The Owl and the Nightingale includes extended
dialogues on rhetorical skills and has been seen as an instruction in or possibly a parody of the teaching of
rhetorical technique. For example, both employ the medieval rhetorical tools of appealing to authority by
quoting Alfred the Great and by attempting to goad the opponent into anger and then a mistake stultiloquiem.
During the eighth and ninth centuries, it was customary for students to debate their masters in schools and
universities, and debates in litigation were likewise becoming more popular. These situations â€” which
increased the relevance of the genre â€” were sometimes alluded to or parodied in debate poems. The fiery
debate in The Owl and the Nightingale is ended with a wren intervening, but critics have variously argued that
either the owl or the nightingale is better at employing rhetorical strategy. One critic, Kathryn Hume in
Cartlidge, XIX , suggests that the poem is itself a moralistic warning against pointless quarreling. The Owl
and the Nightingale University of Exeter Press. Middle English Debate Poetry: A Critical Anthology
Medieval English Literature
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This very first anthology of medieval love debate poems--comprising five masterpieces of the genre--explores the many
compelling mysteries raised by the experience of romantic love. Some have been translated into modern English for the
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Wendy Matlock writing will find something of value of Medieval Literature Altmann and whether knights or
clerics make Barbara K. Altmann and whether knights or clerics make better lovers, and in thirteenth- better
lovers, and in thirteenth- R. An Anthology speakers dispute over questions and trans. An Anthology speakers
dispute over questions of Medieval Love Debate of love and ask a judge to render of Medieval Love Debate of
love and ask a judge to render a verdict. The introduction also a verdict. The introduction also Poetry.
University Press of addresses the influence of courtly Poetry. University Press of addresses the influence of
courtly Florida, Love Debate Poetry, the fourteenth century. This anthology de Behaingne in which a knight
of medieval texts. This anthology de Behaingne in which a knight collects and translates five lesser- and a
lady ask who is worse off, a collects and translates five lesser- and a lady ask who is worse off, a known but
important poems by the man whose lover betrayed him or known but important poems by the man whose
lover betrayed him or major medieval authors Guillaume a woman whose faithful lover died? Both Altmann
and Palmer more pain, setting the scene for Chartier. Both Altmann and Palmer more pain, setting the scene
for are well-qualified to translate this the sequel, Le Jugement dou roy de are well-qualified to translate this
the sequel, Le Jugement dou roy de volume. Altmann edited The Love Navarre, which appears here after
volume. Altmann edited The Love Navarre, which appears here after Debate Poems of Christine de Pizan the
former text, as it does in the Debate Poems of Christine de Pizan the former text, as it does in the for the
University Press of Florida manuscript tradition. In Le Jugement In addition to The Love dou roy de Navarre,
Guillaume In addition to The Love dou roy de Navarre, Guillaume Debate Poems, Altmann also co-edited
himself participates in the debate, Debate Poems, Altmann also co-edited himself participates in the debate,
Christine de Pizan: Guillaume goes on trial unnamed ladies is the unhappiest. In the next poem in the a
deserter. The unnamed narrator, his error. The poem tries to defend himself against the would be a better
judge. The poem accusation that the poet has sinned in ends when he sends his account of the accusation that
the poet has sinned in ends when he sends his account of the previous writing. In this case the God debate to
his beloved and commends previous writing. Alcestis, a faithful wife from Greek The Anthology then
concludes with a Alcestis, a faithful wife from Greek The Anthology then concludes with a mythology steps in
and remits the brief bibliography. Chaucer completes ten such translators render it in pentameter Chaucer
completes ten such translators render it in pentameter legends, including those of Cleopatra, verse, omitting
the rhyming couplets, legends, including those of Cleopatra, verse, omitting the rhyming couplets, Dido, and
Philomela. The final work in the effort to reproduce the versification excellent judge. For example, after a
lengthy courses, literature courses, and stylistics. For example, after a lengthy courses, literature courses, and
and abstract sentence in Christine de medieval culture courses. The works into dialogue even debate works
into dialogue even debate Discourse of Opposites in Discourse of Opposites in with one another, shows how
with one another, shows how they voice opinions on issues like Twelfth-Century Thought. When the three
male narratorsâ€”the of medieval intellectual culture. She dares to tell her was a cornerstone of the intellectual
authoritative. This anthology, beautifully jurisprudence, and natural philosophy
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Le Livre de la Fontaine Amoureuse. Facsimile and Introductory Study. Gaudet, Minnette, and Constance B.
The Tale of the Alerion. University of Toronto Press, Le Livre du Voir Dit. The Works of Guillaume de
Machaut: Music, Image, Text in the Middle Ages. University of Exeter, The Works of Guillaume de
Machaut. The Capture of Alexandria. La Louange des Dames. Scottish Academic Press, The Marguerite
Poetry of Guillaume de Machaut. University of North Carolina Press, Le Jugement du roy de Behaingne and
Remede de Fortune. University of Georgia Press, Yale University Press, Other Sources Albritton, Benjamin.
Medieval Illuminators and Their Methods of Work. Abingdon and New York: University Press of Florida,
Passion Devotion in Late-Medieval Culture. Christoph Ballmer and Thomas von Gartmann. Philippe le Bel et
ses fils, â€” Scenes from the Drama of European Literature. Manuscript Painting at the Court of France: The
Fourteenth Century, â€” Ursule Molinaro with Bruce Benderson. Les Fastes du gothique: Galeries nationales
du Grand Palais, Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist. University of Texas Press, Narrative Conventions of
Truth in the Middle Ages. Guillaume de Machaut et Oton de Granson. Biblia Sacra Iuxta Vulgatam
Clementinam, eds. Alberto Colunga and Laurentio Turrado. Biblioteca de Auctores Cristianos, Biezen, Jan
van, and J. Two Chansonniers from the Low Countries: Vereniging voor Nederlandse Muziekgeschiedenis,
Woman Defamed and Woman Defended: An Anthology of Medieval Texts. Oxford University Press, The
Case for Women in Medieval Culture. The Invention of Fashion in the Fourteenth Century. Koslin and Janet
E. Stanford University Press, The Consolation of Philosophy. Library of Liberal Arts, Jean le Bon et son
temps. Christianity, Social Tolerance and Homosexuality: The University of Chicago Press, Eustache
Deschamps en son temps. Publications de la Sorbonne, The Ideology of Form. The Song in the Story: Lyric
Insertions in French Narrative Fiction, â€” University of Pennsylvania Press, Poets, Patrons and Printers:
Crisis of Authority in Late Medieval France. Cornell University Press, The Identity of Discourse and the
Discourse of Identity. The Example of Guillaume de Machaut. Poetic Identity in Guillaume de Machaut. The
University of Wisconsin Press, Moshe Lazar and Norris J. George Mason University Press, The Lyric
Anthology as Narrative Progression. Structure and Interpretation of the French Lyric Sequence. Doranne
Fenoaltea and David Lee Rubin. University Press of Virginia, Brownlee, Kevin, and Sylvia Huot, eds.
Rethinking The Romance of the Rose: Readings of the Machaut Manuscripts. University of Southampton,
Dress in the Art of Medieval France and the Netherlands, â€” The Morgan Library and Museum, Burger,
Glenn, and Steven F. Queering the Middle Ages. University of Minnesota Press, Typology and Courtly Love.
Poetry in the Second Rhetoric. A History of Western Music. Chaucer, Gower, Langland and the Gawain Poet.
Routledge and Kegan Paul, Piero Boitani and Anna Torti. Gunter Narr Verlag, Busby, Keith, and Erik
Kooper, eds. University of Cambridge, Poetry and Music in Medieval France: From Jean Renart to Guillaume
de Machaut. Cambridge University Press, Gower and the French Vernacular Codex. In The Cambridge
Companion to Chaucer. Piero Boitani and Jill Mann. Cambridge and New York: Some Polemical Remarks on
the Subject of Narrative. A Poet at the Fountain:
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Spilling the Beans in Chicanolandia: Conversations with Writers and Artists. University of Texas Press,
University Press of Florida, Authenticity and Identity in American Literature and Culture. University of
Alabama Press, The Letters of Wallace Stevens to Elsie. University of South Carolina Press, Colonialism and
Race in Luso-Hispanic Literature. University of Missouri Press, De Rocher, Cecile Ann, ed. A Life in Letters.
Essays in Theory and Criticism. Engles, Tim, and John N. The Modern Language Association of America,
Erickson, Peter, and Maurice Hunt, eds. Representing Catholicism in the American South. Fordham
University Press, The Return of the Native. Hendricks, Randy, and James A. Selected Letters of Robert Penn
Warren. Louisiana State University Press, The Geometry of Modernism: Johns Hopkins University Press, Le
Sueur, James D. Intellectuals and Identity Politics during the Decolonization of Algeria. University of
Nebraska Press, Critics and Poets on Marianne Moore: Bucknell University Press, Nielsen, Aldon Lynn, and
Lauri Ramey, ed. Modernist Novels and the Cultural Imperative to Marry. The dea of World Literature:
History and Pedagogical Practice. The Fate of the Poet in Modernity. Harvard University Press, The
Importance of Being Earnest. Zunshine, Lisa, and Jocelyn Harris, eds. Approaches ot Teaching the Novels of
Samuel Richardson.
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A Critical Anthology, ed. Christine McWebb New York, , pp. Barton Palmer Gainesville, , pp. Altmann and
Palmer have worked extensively on the jugement poems in particular. Barton Palmer New York, , pp. Georgia
State Literary Series, pp. Earl Jeffrey Richards Athens, , pp. His practice here and in the Navarre is reflected
less obviously in her other debates as well, the Livre des Trois Jugemens and the Debat de Deux Amans, as
Altmann suggests. Blandishments and barely veiled insults are exchanged during the course of the ill-fated
courtship, while a Chartier, Baudet Herenc, Achille Caulier et al, The Quarrel of the Belle dame sans mercy,
ed. Altmann Gainesville, Florida, , pp. The poetic penance Belle Fille must carry out recalls a similar one
carried out by Guillaume, narrator-participant of the Jugement dou Roy de Navarre, who is obliged by the
court to compose a lay in order to expiate his alleged slander of women in the Jugement dou Roy de
Behaingne. Douxfils Lille, , ; A. The deliberate arrangement of works within the manuscript sets up an
internal dialogue between these works which reflects the dialectic of question and response within the debate
poem. See in particular, Cayley, Debate and Dialogue , p. The jeu-parti stages a debate between two poets, one
of whom suggests the initial topic in the form of an amatory dilemma, another makes a response, and alternate
stanzas record their unfolding debate; appeals are then made to two judges whose answers are never supplied.
Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages: Margaret Felberg-Levitt Montreal, Machaut set his dialogued trials in
bucolic settings which he had adopted from earlier debate literature. McRae has put it. University of Virginia, ,
p. McRae New York, The debate form was at the heart of the Cour amoureuse just as it also governed a host
of other fictional and actual poetic organisations, chivalric orders and institutions: Machaut contributed to this
later enthusiasm for love trials through his transformation of earlier debate models in the jugement. Fenster
and Erler Leiden, Charles Oulmont Paris, Daniel Poirion Heidelberg, , pp. The jugement evolves from the
jeu-parti. In the typical jugement, the dialogue of two or more characters is framed by a narrator; characters
may nominate judges themselves, or ask the narrator for his recommendation: The narrator is also tasked with
the textual recording of the poem. A further category distinction: The central paradox of the dit lies in its
name: Typically these aims are realised, as in the influential Roman de la Rose, through an integumental
structure, in other words through allegory, personification, exempla or the dream-vision. This ironic
manipulation can be seen primarily in the innovative use Machaut makes of the first-person narrative voice.
The fragmented and multiple subjectivities Machaut sets in his dits reflect the fragmented and multiple voices
of the debate. These two poems form a reflexive and responsive pair which mimics on a larger scale the
dialectic of the debate contained within each discrete text. The knight and lady gladly accompany the narrator
to Durbuy castle where their case is again heard. It is clear that manuscript organisation in this tradition is not
random, but for the most part carefully planned by Machaut. Other rubrics confirm our sense of the
interdependence of texts within the manuscript collection. So the second poem is inscribed in the tradition and
shadow of the first, in direct material as well as ideological conflict with it. It seems that Machaut intended the
two poems to be read in sequence, since the Navarre is always copied directly after the Behaingne and was
only ever circulated as a sequel to the Behaingne, whereas the Behaingne had a separate prior existence,
circulating independently, and even anonymously. The juxtaposition of the two debates in all manuscript
copies where both appear confirms our sense of the dialogic exchange between the two, and the rubrics in
some of these copies specifically label the Navarre as a response to the Behaingne in spite of the gap between
the dates of their composition. The poet is invited to compose a further fiction with the lay, thus exposing the
status of the Jugement poems and their characters as fictional. The notion of textual v. The
narrator-protagonist figure does not escape this inexorable narrative vortex, since he is turned into text by the
knight who relates the whole debate to the King of Bohemia on their arrival at Durbuy castle. The fictional
status of the narrator-protagonist is thus doubly determined. This is compounded when the knight speaks of
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the debate as already written: Et si aviens fait maint arguement, Si comme il est escript plus pleinnement ici
dessus. Ernest Hoepffner, 3 vols. Paris, , I, pp. Paris, , I. All translations of this text cited herein are from An
Anthology of 14 Cayley 15 The king then takes up the role of narrator at verse as he repeats the whole story to
his advisors. This is certainly how it will be referred to in the more overtly self-reflexive Jugement dou Roy de
Navarre. I referred earlier to the aesthetic of non-ending of the debate poem in late medieval France which has
the effect of perpetuating debate, thus deferring textual gratification indefinitely. Laidlaw Cambridge, , p. The
second jugement poem seems to act as a direct response to this call. Remede de Fortune, l. Machaut here
perhaps suggests that it is only in the movement of the debate that narrative truth can be discovered, at the
midpoint between two contradictory arguments. We are referred back to the liminal quotation with which this
essay began: Christine McWebb New York, , ll. Raison was the first to deliver her judgement in the
Behaingne. Altmann and Palmer, pp. This exchange seems to indicate a distinction between jugements and
other debate poetry in the sense that judgment poems can be reversed textually through erasure of the stated
judgement and the delivery of a new one. The narrator-poet makes much of the parallels between his
characters in the Behaingne with literary lovers past: Si regardez dedens vos livres. The narrator-protagonist
figure of the Behaingne is shown to have participated in a fictional debate which was composed by the
narrator-poet figure of the Navarre. Identity between the two narrators of the jugements is thus simultaneously
rejected and asserted. Each side adduces increasingly convincing authorities to help prove their arguments.
The love experience is constructed as a work of art as Cerquiglini- Toulet asserts: Paris, , p. So we begin to see
how debate in Machaut is not confined to individual works, but operates across his production, each piece
informing and informed by others; the whole representing a complex narrative game played out in material
manuscript as well as textual form. Swift, Gender, Writing, and Performance: Fortune and her wheel stand in
Machaut for the circularity and continuity of literary creation, for the inexhaustible fountain of desire feeding
all his texts. This pattern is exemplified in the debate or dialogued poem, in its deliberate aesthetic of
open-endedness, in its ambiguity and reversals, as we have seen. Machaut is concerned to set up an
intertextual dialogue between all his dits, one which at once destabilises and rewrites, and invites the reader in
as potential continuator-judge of the ongoing game of debate that is his textual production. The arrangement
of texts within the manuscript space roots this inter- and intratextual dialogue in a material space. Text and
Context Cambridge,
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